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note: because important websites are frequently "here today but gone tomorrow", the following was 

archived from http://ufophysics.com/bettybec.htm#bectech on March 31, 2004.  This is NOT an 

attempt to divert readers from the aforementioned website.  Indeed, the reader should only read 

this back-up copy if it cannot be found at the original author's site. 

 

BEC Quasi Crystals 
by Paul E. Potter 

 

Crystals used by the extraterrestrial beings seem to be a little different from the chunks of quartz 

that we hold in our hands and stick in our electronic circuits.  In the Andreasson Affair series of books, 

Betty Luca gives ample evidence that alien crystal technology is so far advanced from our Earthly 

understanding of it that its potential as not just an energy converter but an energy source obviously 

deserves much more commercial research by our scientists.  This research would follow on from the 

recent discovery of quasi-crystals and the classified (and un-classified) research going on at the 

moment for the U.S. Departments of Defense and Energy into the manufacture of these quasi-crystals,to 

hopefully advance into the field of high-energy storage. 

 

Officially "discovered" in 1984 by Israeli physicist Dan Shechtman, Quasi Crystals then involved 

the joining of 2 different metallic crystalline alloys (of Aluminum and Manganese) in a super-fast 

cooling process.  But a story told to Edgar Fouche who worked as a Defense Contract-Manager at 

Groom Lake in Area-51 in the 1980s and 1990s and who was involved in classified Black-Budget 

programs (see the Fouche website at Slide 58 - Quasi Crystals  

http://seekers.100megs6.com/UFOMANSecretFouche.htm ) was that: 

"One of the stories I was told more than once was that one of the crystal pairs used in the 

propulsion of the Roswell crash was a Hydrogen crystal.  Until recently, creating a Hydrogen 

crystal was beyond the reach of our scientific capabilities.  That has now changed.  In one 

Top-Secret "black" program under the DOE, a method to produce hydrogen crystals was 

discovered.  Then manufacturing began in 1994. 

 

"The lattice of Hydrogen Quasi-Crystals -- and another material not named -- formed the 

basis for the plasma shield propulsion of the Roswell craft and was an integral part of the 

bio-chemically engineered vehicle.  A myriad of advanced crystallography  --undreamed 

of by scientists -- were discovered by the scientists and engineers who evaluated, analyzed, 

and attempted to reverse engineer the technology presented with the Roswell vehicle and 8 

more vehicles which have crashed since then."  [StealthSkater note: some of Fouche's 

material has been archived on the "UFO#Fouche" page at => doc   pdf   URL  ] 

 

This would confirm what Lt. Col. Philip Corso (http://ufophysics.com/Corso.htm or ) wrote about 

the Roswell craft's power source after meeting with Herman Oberth, one of the chief scientists who 

previously worked with Von Braun at Peenemünde (see note 17).  [StealthSkater note: some of 

Corso's material has been archived on the "UFO#Corso" page at => doc   pdf   URL  ] 
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BEC Crystal Technology 

 

Well, interesting indeed.   A crystal can be grown -- we know that.  It can grow in spiral form.  And 

it can be grown more quickly out in space.  We know that.  We know of the ordinary symmetric crystal 

lattice systems (Bravais lattices) that solids are formed in.  But the discovery of the new symmetries of 

quasi-crystals (short for quasiperiodic crystals  

http://www.goldenmuseum.com/1603QuasiCrystals_engl.html ) 

is turning the fundamental laws of classic crystallography "on its head."  And as Edgar Fouche says, a 

method of creating Hydrogen crystal has been discovered now.  Can Hydrogen, though, be a solid 

crystal?  Well, apparently it can be. 

 

In the ultra-cold depths of Bose-Einstein Condensate science (BEC), a fervent development program 

has begun (which took on a new impetus during the mid-1990s) and is now blossoming very well.  At 

the moment, this science is still at its early stages in development.  But one concept now allows 

Hydrogen gas to go through a cryogenic (near 0° Kelvin) freezing so as to slow its atoms and fuse them 

into "superatoms" where millions of atoms will coalesce as one (see BEC in Scientific American, Mar 

1998 http://www.fortunecity.com/emachines/e11/86/bose.html ).  Much research is being done with 

exotic molecules using cryogenic solid hydrogen (paper 1c. "Photodynamics in Cryogenic Solid 

Parahydrogen" by Fajardo http://www.spacetransportation.com/ast/advpropconf01.html , see pdf 

parahydrogen - pH2 http://ufophysics.com/crystal/ph2.pdf ), using the hydrogen as a "packaging 

material" to store other metal atoms and molecules.  There is also evidence that a source of gravitational 

energy in the interior of black holes is akin to a Bose-Einstein Condensate "bubble" -- rather than a 

"hole" -- that has formed a sort of collapsed boson implosion out in space (see Los Alamos's Gravastar 

webpage http://www.lanl.gov/worldview/news/releases/archive/02-035.shtml ).  [StealthSkater 

note: the alternative theory for so-called "black holes" -- Gravastars -- has been archived on the 

"Science#Gravastars" page at => doc   pdf   URL  ] 

 

It has further been discovered that out of such BEC superatoms (when suitably excited) are 

propagated matter waves or "solitons" -- bundles of waves, constrained to move in one dimension only 

without spreading.  Unfortunately at this present stage of development, these wave trains only extend for 

a few millimeters.  But there is hope that one day, atom lasers will be developed that will work at long 

distances much like a laser light beam.  Already, soliton matter waves are now being used to transmit 

data along fiber optic channels.  [StealthSkater note: see UNITEL's quantum laser lens proposal on 

the "UNITEL" page at => doc   pdf   URL  ] 

 

So much for atoms.  Now what about the electrons of atoms?  Electrons are fermions and cannot be 

condensed as much as bosonic atoms, even at 0
o
 Kelvin temperatures.  But they can be paired within a 

suitable crystal lattice  as in 'Cooper pairs', when the crystal lattice oscillates at a certain frequency and 

the adjoining lattice structures are suitably primed.  When electrons in a material are paired, the metallic 

or intermetallic compound of the material exhibits superconductivity (ref: BCS theory of 

superconductivity http://hyperphysics.phy-astr.gsu.edu/hbase/solids/coop.html ). 

 

The intriguing thing about a superconducting material is that any magnetic flux normally inside it 

will be expelled to the outside of it (and anything magnetic above it will defy gravity).  And by the 

Meissner effect, such a material will exhibit perfect diamagnetism. 

 

So what else do we know of the approach the extraterrestrials have to Quasi-Crystals, BEC, and 

other exotic technologies whereby they can produce crystal spheres of high energy?  The following is a 

testimony from an entirely different source… 
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Extraterrestrial Evidence of Quasi-Crystal Technology ? 

 

"The power is encased and condensed into the dark circle.  The swirling screen empties 

the electrons into the steril nova.  Heavy vapors congeal into a gel.  The filtered waves 

slowly ripple across the surface and cast the stream of pure light lacking morphormeum(?) 

into a vacuum.  Salt is traced.  The combustibility is at a high magnitude and burns up 

escaping vapors localizing the heavy fluid.  The gel is cold and then quickly frozen to be 

used." 

 

I chose this particular message from one of Betty Luca's booklets "A Step Beyond Tomorrow" 

(1999) (taken with the kind permission of Betty, from Book II, p.15) of a series of communications 

received in the 1970s and 1980s from the ETs, which was received in 1978 almost 2 decades before the 

manufacturing process for Quasi-Crystals was discovered and BEC research on Earth began to yield 

results because this message seems to relate to a science that has close similarities to Bose-Einstein 

Condensate. 

 

For instance … 

 

"Power is encased and condensed into a dark circle" -- this relates to 'dark solitons' in BEC. 

 

"Swirling screen empties the electrons" could be the magnetic trap used to cool BEC atoms. 

 

"Heavy vapors congeal into a gel" is a long shot, but it could be the cloud of coalescing atoms in 

BEC. 

 

"Filtered waves slowly ripple across the surface" could relate to the low-frequency standing waves 

used to excite the cloud of atoms in BEC. 

 

"Stream of pure light lacking morphormeum" suggests a body or form of energy with an ultra-high 

refractive index which BEC does have.  And BEC oscillated at resonance strongly absorbs light just like 

a miniature black hole!  If a substance is said to possess "salt", it means that it has superconductive 

qualities as in the above passage "salt is traced".  One physicist at least has already decoded one of 

Betty's messages to do with an exotic alloy closely related to the Carbon found in 'Bucky Balls' -- 

resulting in a new much stronger and extremely light alloy (see "A Step Beyond Tomorrow" Book II, p9 

for more details).  The sentence "The gel is cold and then quickly frozen to be used", though, seems to 

relate more to the manufacturing process of Quasi Crystals. 

 

 

Betty (Andreasson) Luca's Extraterrestrial Crystals 

 

Betty Luca describes her crystal spheres (see Figures 9a and 9b) as like a glass-like ball with cut 

facets at the surface, which at certain points around the sphere shone more brightly than at other parts of 

the sphere's surface.  Speaking of the large lower spheres, she suggested that she saw inside the crystal 

something that resembles long wires or perhaps long channels.  At one time, she saw these spheres 

glowing different colors inside (also see Figure 9). 

 

 

The crystal "wheels" that Betty saw that are an integral part of the central power unit are also made 

of crystal.  But these wheels (described by the ETs as "oscillating tele-meta wheels" - see Figure 10a) 

have 4 radial bunches of rods or thick wires embedded into them, which extend from the axle to the 

circumference and which are each terminated at the circumference by a "diamond-shaped" crystal.  
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Their name "tele-meta" (in Greek) suggests that they transport energy beyond the wheel's outer surface 

just like, perhaps, how a maser is configured to oscillate and transport a beam of microwave energy 

through its ruby crystal tip (Extraterrestrial Communications - A Step Beyond Tomorrow, Book II by 

Betty Luca, p27).  [StealthSkater note: This may be unrelated, but the Montauk Project's Preston 

Nichols said that he viewed a UFO at Wright-Patterson AFB that held strange looking crystals in 

one part.  See the "Nichols_1" file at => doc   pdf   URL-doc   URL-pdf  .] 

 

 

Similar to the above are the small spheres located on top of each of the 4 aluminum stems.  These 

crystals glowed the brightest and formed "bars" of bright energy a few inches outward from them in the 

surrounding air.  Some sort of "soliton train" of energy contained in a magnetosphere, perhaps? 
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Figure 9 
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Figure 9a 
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Figure 9b 

 

 
Figure 10a 
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[StealthSkater note:  The reader may also want to read up on the Type III ORMEs/ORMUS 

semiconductors on the "ORMEs" page at => doc   pdf   URL  ] 

 

This new series of booklets compiled by Betty (Andreasson) Luca contains many more 

illustrations of the UFO crafts encountered by her.  But more especially, they contain 

teachings about our Universe from the ET perspective.  Most importantly, these booklets 

contain the WARNINGS from the ET beings about the dire condition of our Sun.  These 

messages -- transmitted in a mixture of Latin, Greek, Sanskrit, English, Hebrew, and Arabic 

words (as well as in glyphic script) -- relate to a disaster event that will befall the Earth in the 

not too distant future.  Be Warned! They are available from: 

 

Betty Luca, 98 Canterbury D., 

West Palm Beach, Fla. 33417-6844, USA. 

 

The first 2 booklets "Extraterrestrial Communications - A Step Beyond Tomorrow" Part I and 

"Extraterrestrial Communications - A Step Beyond Tomorrow" Part II by Betty Luca are $12.00 each 

(plus $1.50 shipping & handling each for U.S. delivery; $3.00 shipping & handling each for countries 

outside U.S.).  U.S. checks and other money orders should be made payable to Betty Luca.  They are not 

available in bookstores but ONLY by mail order from Betty Luca herself. 

 

 

if on the Internet, Press  <BACK>  on your browser  to return to the 

previous page  (or go to www.stealthskater.com) 

else if accessing these files from the CD in a MS-Word session, simply <CLOSE> this file's 

window-session; the previous window-session should still remain 'active' 
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